OF CURRENT INTELLIGENCE FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS. THE REMARKS ARE
PRELIMINARY AND SUBJECT TO REVISION AND DO NOT NECESSARILY
REPRESENT AN AGREED DOD POSITION. CLINICAL REVIEW HAS BEEN
PROVIDED BY THE
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E. (U) OPEN SOURCE NEWS RELEASES, CITING INTERNATIONAL AND IRAQI
HEALTH OFFICIALS, INDICATE THAT COMMUNICABLE DISEASES IN BAGHDAD
ARE MORE WIDESPREAD THAN USUALLY OBSERVED DURING THIS TIME OF THE
YEAR AND ARE LINKED TO THE POOR SANITARY CONDITIONS (CONTAMINATED
WATER SUPPLIES AND IMPROPER SEWAGE DISPOSAL) RESULTING FROM THE
WAR. ACCORDING TO A UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND (UNICEF)/WORLD
HEALTH ORGANIZATION REPORT, THE QUANTITY OF POTABLE WATER IS LESS
THAN 5 PERCENT OF THE ORIGINAL SUPPLY. THERE ARE NO OPERATIONAL
WATER AND SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS, AND THE REPORTED INCIDENCE OF
DIARRHEA IS FOUR TIMES ABOVE NORMAL LEVELS. ADDITIONALLY,
RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS ARE ON THE RISE. CHILDREN PARTICULARLY HAVE
BEEN AFFECTED BY THESE DISEASES. INCREASED INCIDENCE OF
MENINGITIS, TYPHOID, OR CHOLERA HAS NOT BEEN REPORTED.
COMMENT: (U) THE PREVALENCE OF SOME DISEASES HAS INCREASED IN
BAGHDAD, BUT MAJOR DISEASE OUTBREAKS (INCLUDING TYPHOID,
CHOLERA, AND MENINGITIS) HAVE NOT OCCURRED. THERE ARE INDICATIONS
THAT THE SITUATION IS IMPROVING AND THAT THE POPULATION IS COPING
WITH THE DEGRADED CONDITIONS. DAILY RADIO BROADCASTS HAVE PROVIDED
PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES TO BE TAKEN BY CIVILIANS TO PREVENT
DISEASES. HOWEVER, CONDITIONS IN BAGHDAD REMAIN FAVORABLE FOR
COMMUNICABLE DISEASE OUTBREAKS; THE DELAYED RESTORATION OF PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICES AND APPROACHING WARMER TEMPERATURES WILL INCREASE
THE LIKELIHOOD OF SIGNIFICANT DISEASE OUTBREAKS. ADDITIONALLY,
CIVIL DISTURBANCES COULD FURTHER DELAY INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIRS.
(C) NEWS RELEASES TO WESTERN AUDIENCES FROM BAGHDAD ON SANITARY
CONDITIONS AND DISEASE INCIDENCE IS CONSIDERED BIASED. THE IRAQI
GOVERNMENT HAS MANDATED THE DEPARTURE OF NEWS PERSONNEL AND RELIEF
AGENCY OBSERVERS, MAKING EVALUATION OF ACTUAL HEALTH CONDITIONS
(DISEASES, INCIDENCE LEVELS, AND GROUPS AFFECTED) UNCLEAR.
D. (U) JAPAN: BACTERIAL SYNTHESIS OF TETRODOTOXIN (U)

(U) In August 1990, researchers at Japan's Tohoku University reported the isolation of tetrodotoxin-producing bacteria (Alteromonas spp.) from algae. Their findings supported earlier Japanese research in which saxitoxin, tetrodotoxin, and other paralytic shellfish poisons were found to be produced by several genera of bacteria (Moraxella and Vibrio spp.; see AFMC Weekly Wires 31-90, 37-87, and 40-87).

Comment: (U) Tetrodotoxin currently is accumulated by isolating it from fish flesh. The retail price of the toxin is approximately U.S. $100,000 per gram. Increasing pharmaceutical interest in saxitoxin and tetrodotoxin as research tools has generated growing pressure to produce them at a lower cost. With the possibility of raising toxins in bacterial cultures, the pharmaceutical industry will move rapidly to develop large-scale fermentation culture production methods. In the past, many natural toxins have been discarded as possible biological warfare (BW) agents because of an inability to produce sufficient quantities for battlefield use. If successful methods are developed for producing large quantities of these toxins, at least one barrier to their development as BW agents will have been removed.
G. (U) INDIA: TAP WATER USED IN PERFORMING ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS

(U) A JUNIOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANT AT THE ARMED FORCES MEDICAL COLLEGE IN PUNE, INDIA, RECENTLY WAS RECOGNIZED FOR RESEARCH IN THE EFFICACY OF USING "TAP WATER INSTEAD OF ELECTRODE JELLY IN THE RECORDING OF ECG'S." IN THE STUDY, 20,000 ECG's WERE PERFORMED USING TAP WATER IN PLACE OF ELECTRODE JELLY. THE RESULTS DEMONSTRATED THAT TAP WATER WAS AS EFFECTIVE AS JELLY.

COMMENT: (U) THIS RESEARCH DOES NOT REPRESENT A TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH AS MUCH AS IT ILLUSTRATES AN EMPHASIS IN INDIAN MILITARY MEDICINE ON FINDING THE LEAST EXPENSIVE MEANS OF DELIVERING HEALTH CARE TO A LARGE POPULATION. WITH PERHAPS MILLIONS OF INDIAN MILITARY PERSONNEL RECEIVING ECG's, THE COST SAVINGS OF USING TAP WATER, RATHER THAN ELECTRODE JELLY, IS SIGNIFICANT.

(U) EXPERIENCE INDICATES THAT USING TAP WATER HAS NO ADVERSE

H. CUBA: HEPATITIS B VACCINATION

(U) CUBA PLANS TO IMPLEMENT A COUNTRYWIDE THREE-STAGE HEPATITIS B VACCINATION PROGRAM IN 1991. THE FIRST STAGE WILL BE THE VACCINATION OF HIGH RISK GROUPS, SUCH AS HEALTH WORKERS AND NEWBORNS OF MOTHERS INFECTED WITH HEPATITIS B; THE SECOND STAGE WILL BE THE VACCINATION OF INHABITANTS UNDER 20 YEARS OLD; AND THE THIRD STAGE WILL BE VACCINATION OF PERSONS 20 TO 64 YEARS OLD.

(U) THE VACCINE TO BE USED REPORTEDLY WAS DEVELOPED AND PRODUCED IN CUBA. DEVELOPMENT WAS LED BY A TEAM AT A GENETIC ENGINEERING AND BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTER LOCATED IN A HAVANA NEIGHBORHOOD (PROBABLY THE GENETIC ENGINEERING AND BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTER).

COMMENT: (U) MASS IMMUNIZATION PROGRAMS FOR HEPATITIS B PREVIOUSLY HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED IN COUNTRIES WHERE THE DISEASE IS HIGHLY ENDEMIC, SUCH AS TAIWAN AND INDONESIA; HOWEVER, AVAILABLE DATA DO NOT INDICATE THAT HEPATITIS B IS HIGHLY ENDEMIC IN CUBA. THEREFORE, THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CUBA'S PROGRAM SIGNALS THAT ACTUAL ENDEMICITY MAY BE HIGHER THAN PREVIOUSLY INDICATED OR THAT CUBA MAY BE TRYING TO DEMONSTRATE ITS CAPABILITY TO PRODUCE AN EFFECTIVE VACCINE.

(U) CUBA'S BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY PROBABLY CAN PRODUCE RELATIVELY LARGE QUANTITIES OF A RECOMBINANT VACCINE; HOWEVER, THE EFFICACY OF THE VACCINE WOULD BE QUESTIONABLE BECAUSE OF POOR QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES DURING PRODUCTION.